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Design and Morals in the Globalized Context.

Objectives

Robert Nelson

The paper sets out to:

Monash University

•
•
•
•
•
•

describe globalization in the context of product design, visual communication
and multimedia;
describe the elements of design that matter in a moral sense and those
that do not;
assess the vulnerability of design to pressure to become a promotional organ
of global vanity;
explain the reluctance of authors to adopt a critical stance with regard to the
vanity of many products;
identify the problems besetting design discourse, which cause it to be largely
mute in the evaluation of design in the context of cultural life; and,
investigate the methodological challenges and embarrassments of a future
critical discourse in design which is better able to address the current issues
and problems damaging the moral and intellectual credibility of the field.

Synopsis
Design does not march in linear fashion from the drawing board to the home, with an
intervening mechanical stage in the factory. It is elaborately marketed. Design is
conceived integrally with a network of associations upon which the manipulative
genius of designers, executives and advertisers float their capital-intensive plans. In
the age of globalization, where manufacturing is constantly on the decline relative to
the communication of cultural conceits, the economy of messages displaces the
previous innocence of design as a classical studio activity.
This presents a challenge to design aesthetics. Formal factors in design – once the
centrepiece of modernist design and the mainstay of design education ever since –
are becoming increasingly marginal relative to the subjective message-making
economy which lards designs with myth and makes design appropriate for medial
distribution, and hence economically viable. In many fields of design, there is little
point launching a product unless it can mesh with a fantasy.
This paper assesses the new dependency of design on globalized conduits of
consumer fantasy. It argues that design research must respond to changes in the
dynamics of design, for which a reinvention of the cultural and moral perspectives of
nineteenth-century design traditions is indicated.
Method and Argument
Beginning with a description of change in patterns of world cultural and economic
growth, the paper sets out the terms for assessing the impact of globalization on the
function of design. Quoting certain Italian and German analysts, the paper proceeds
along argumentative lines, synthesizing the observational material of the author and
other writers. Turning to the potential impact of recent historical developments on
design discourse, the paper takes on a more polemical character, arguing for a
moral dimension to save design studies from their ideological passivity. Reasons for
the failure of design discourses to acquire a moral voice are sought in an evaluation
of the structures of design inquiry.
Findings
As the method is largely descriptive (of objects, patterns and literature) and
argumentative, the conclusions are largely propositional, a supported hypothesis,
and it would be immodest to claim that new facts have been revealed. However, the
conclusion is relatively original: (a) design discourse does not have an extensive
moral vein, (b) it lacks a compelling moral vein because of embarrassments intrinsic
to the commercial nature of design, (c) this is greatly compounded by the pressures
of globalization which both encourage vanity in design and increase the need for a
critical or moral voice in design research.
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Design and morals in the globalized context
In search of dialectic

Design, like any work of the imagination, can be considered part rational and
part fickle. We would naturally like to emphasize the rational part. We hope
to contribute to design by identifying patterns or conjecturing explanations for
its various fitful guises. Even when an element in the design process is
acknowledged to be capricious, our hope in studying it is to make it less so, to
render it somehow measurable and hence controllable, perchance to be
restored to the side of reason.
Hopes for the spread of reason throughout design have reached new and
unprecedented levels of implausibility; for a great unchallengeable force has
redirected design away from its reasonable past preoccupations of utility and
aesthetic or symbolic edification toward an apparently inescapable destiny.
This is the force of globalization.
Globalization has its apologists who see in the collapsing of trade and
communication barriers—and the consequent planetary movement of capital,
labour and messages—a great way to improve the wealth of nations. But
while globalization works for some, the critics argue, the economic spoils
achieved through globalization are realized at the expense of cultural
integrity.1 To join in the global marketing exercise, a country or any group of
people has to abjure its regional prerogatives, especially its self-determination
of symbols, religiosity, cultural aspirations, the way of life or the values by
which a community functions.

1

Contrast the approaches of Paul Kingsnorth, One no, many yeses, Free Press, New York & London,
2003, and the neo-liberal Johann Norberg, In defense of global capitalism, Cato Institute, 2003. Diane
Perrons, Globalization and Social Change: People and Places in a Divided World, Routledge
2004, pays particular attention to globalization as the agency of change through the
development of technologies and the information economy affecting social life, for
example, notions of community, migration and employment. But the sting, as represented
in Terzani’s opus, is largely unfelt. This is true of many studies in the area, such as Chris
Jenks, Culture, Routledge 2004, which examines the political and ideological bases in
which the concept of culture is embedded. Modernist perspectives are also covered
through the writings on Subculture, Visual Culture and Urban Culture. Similarly, Johannes
Dragsbaek Schmidt, Jacques Hersh, eds., Globalization and Social Change, Routledge
2000, which provides a useful critical analysis of the concept of globalization. Some of the
major themes include: the impact of globalization on social change; the effect on social
policy and finance in East Asia of globalization; and globalization as a development of
modernism.
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Most apologists for globalization do not mind this because they do not value
difference.2 They accept as inevitable the spread of corporate culture,
consumerism and marketing across the globe, much as they feel that
industrialization is inevitable. And now that the focus has shifted to the
industrialization of symbols (which is my way of defining marketing)3 the
abolition of localized symbolic orders seems as natural as the extinction of
gas-fired lighting in the 1920s or, with rude reference to the natural world, the
extermination of the dodo. Resistance is futile.
Globalization does not support diversity. It encourages one construct of the
market, one way of life, one set of stylistic parameters, one language of
transactions, and one set of values, broadly capitalist. We are familiar with
the language of global consumerism from the advertisements on television,
billboards and magazines.4 They are largely the same the world over,
2

There is also much misunderstanding about the term ‘globalization’ as it is often used simply to mean
broad international exchanges, usually without pejorative associations. On this score, for example,
artistic attention to the concept of globalization has not been wholly damning. For
example, some of the authors of the Globalization volume of the Australian and New
Zealand Journal of Art, vol. 3, no. 2, 2003, enjoy talking about realignments, new axes of
power and interconnections, ‘multidirectional flows across national and cultural
boundaries’, Jill Bennett, p. 7, which implicitly celebrate the greater mobility and currency
of art in the contemporary world. Bennett notes, however, that ‘there are as yet few
serious theorizations of the impact of globalization within the visual arts’, p. 8, which I
think can be extended to other arts and sensory engagement with the world. See also
Nikos Papastergiadis, Nicholas Tsoutas, eds., Complex Entanglements: Art, Globalization
and Cultural Difference, Rivers Oram Publishing, 2004, in which the future of arts is
examined in the broader description of globalization. The issues of contemporary art and
national identity are discussed in this context. Further, Iba Ndiaye Diadji, Birama Diallo,
Peter Fend, Unplugged: Art as the Scene of Global Conflicts, Ars Electronica 2002, Cantz,
2003, is a collection of essays designed to address the extent to which the challenges to
art arise within the framework of global culture and global networking. And finally, Vasif
Kortun, Hanru Hou, Philippe Vergne, Kathy Halbreich, Paulo Herkenhoff, Steve Smith,
Hidenaga Otori, eds., How Latitudes Become Forms: Art in the Global Age, Walker Art
Center, 2003, explores the impact of globalization on art. The challenge that the concept
of globalization presents to traditional notions of art in view of the increasing
internationalisation of works and the blurring of cultural and disciplinary boundaries, is
given focus. But I side with Tiziano Terzani, who sees a single motif in the various
locutions. Long before globalization became a motif in the structural analysis of change, similar
phenomena were described with the term Americanization. It is still used somewhat interchangeably
with globalization in various texts: ‘È solo negli ultimi dieci anni che questo fenomeno della
globalizzazione, or meglio della americanizzazione, si è rivelato nella sua ampiezza.’ ‘Lettera da
Orsigna’, Lettere contro la guerra, Longanesi & c., Milan 2002, p. 27.
3
This includes services and places, not just objects. Leisure activities such as sport and tourism are
described by Jean-Pierre Warnier: ‘elles marchandisent la culture’; ‘Nous y inclurons la television, la
photographie, la publicité, le spectacle, le tourisme de masse’, La mondialisation de la culture, Éditions
La Découverte, Paris 1999, p. 16. See also Patrice Flichy, Les industries de l’imaginaire, PUG,
Grenoble 1980, and Bernard Miège et al., L’industrialisation de l’audiovisuel, Aubier, Paris 1986. JeanPierre Warnier: ‘La production industrielle de biens de consommation courante déverse sur le marché
des objets qui… jusque dans les recoins les plus reculés de la planète, sont en concurrence avec les
produits des cultures locales: cassettes et transistors contre balafon, flute andine, xylophone ou
gamelan; table et chaise contre natte ou tatami; hamburger contre pot-au-feu; chemise et pantalon
contre pagne ou paréo; hypermarché contre échange villageois… En ce sens, tous les systèmes
d’approvisionnement industriels de masse véhiculent et ‘marchandisent’ de la culture…’ op. cit. p. 18.
4
Chris Barker, Television, Globalization and Cultural Identities (Issues in Cultural and Media Studies),
Open University Press, 2002, examines the impact of globalization on television and cultural identities.
The effects of ethnicity, gender, language and media are given particular attention. See also Diana
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inflected in iconography only to the extent that marketing reveals subgroups,
whose subcultural energies are respected through commercial savvy, for
exploitation of conceits proper to the group to yield commercial advantage.
Alienated youth or high society snobs are treated no differently by marketing
executives: the same methodologies of gauging demand for the sake of profit
apply. In any event, the subcultures are of global proportions, dividing the
world up into categories of income, gender and age.5
By degrees, prestige is attached to products by identifying them with youth
and erotic prowess, wealth, power and privilege. Occasionally a picturesque
view of cultural authenticity is provided, usually more a caricature than
genuinely expressing desires from within the group. With these handsome
but discriminating stereotypes, the principal aim is to excite envy, to show off
in a way that seems to compel conformity. The relentless and inexorable
flood of low level pornographic imagery promoting indecently boastful
products is offensive to religious cultures, especially Islamic fundamentalists,
who hate globalization with the vengeance known and feared with equal
planetary spread, namely terrorism.6 As the great Italian writer Tiziano
Terzani has commented, Islamic fundamentalism is the only ideology that
attempts to resist globalization.7 What for us may seem nothing worse than
Crane, Nobuko Kawashima, Kenichi Kawasaki, eds., Global Culture: Media, Arts, Policy and
Globalization, Routledge 2002, which addresses the idea of culture as a borderless
concept, in particular the impact of globalization on cultural and national identity. The
book also presents ideas as to the future of global culture.
5
Nor would I want to imply that globalized culture is just one culture. Jean-Pierre Warnier warns against
the use of the words globalization of culture, suggesting that globalization should only be seen in
material terms as a string of products associated with planetary markets: ‘Parler de mondialisation de la
culture est un abus de langage. Cette expression, bien commode au demeurant, devrait être bannie de
tout discours rigoureux. Cet objet se dissout à l’analyse. Tout au plus peut-on parler de la globalisation
de certains marches des biens dits “culturels” (cinéma, audiovisuel, disque, presse, en particulier les
magazines). Confondre les industries de la culture et la culture, c’est prendre la partie pour le tout.
C’est privilégier la vessie médiatique des pays industrialisés pour la lanterne de tout ce qui n’est pas
assez spectaculaire pour émerger dans la zone de captage des medias…’ , La mondialisation de la
culture, Éditions La Découverte, Paris 1999, p. 108. Nevertheless, he does express adequately the key
motif of globalization in homogenizing terms: ‘La mondialisation de la culture est une des consequences
du développement industriel. L’ambition normale de toute industrie culturelle est de conquérir des parts
du marché mondial en diffusant ses productions au Sri Lanka comme aux États-Unis. À l’inverse, la
culture des Eskimos ou des banlieues ouvrières françaises est étroitement localisée et n’a ni l’ambition,
ni les moyens de se diffuser mondialement. L’industrie fait intrusion dans les cultures-traditions, les
transforme et parfois les détruit. Cette intrusion est l’occasion de conflits’, La mondialisation de la
culture, Éditions La Découverte, Paris 1999, p. 6.
6
As noted by Jean-Pierre Warnier: ‘L’érosion des cultures singulières par les facteurs de changement
se paie cher. Son coût se mesure aux souffrances physiques et psychiques des centaines de millions
d’êtres humans mal construits, mal socialises, tiraillés entre plusieurs mondes, voués à la violence qui
exprime leurs souffrances. Ce coût n’est pas mesurable. Il n’apparaît pas dans les statistiques.
Pourtant, il est evident dans tous les pays du monde, y compris les plus riches’, La mondialisation de la
culture, Éditions La Découverte, Paris 1999, p. 86.
7
‘con la caduta del muro di Berlino e la fine del communismo, la sola ideologia ancora determinate ad
opporsi al Nuovo Ordine che, con l’America in testa, prometteva pace e prosperità al mondo
globalizzato era quella versione fondamentalista e militante dell’Islam. ‘Lettera da Orsigna’, Lettere
contro la guerra, Longanesi & c., Milan 2002, p. 24. ‘Per Bin Laden e la sua gente quello delle armi non
è un mestiere, è una missione che ha radici nella fede acquisita nell’ottusità delle scuole coraniche, ma
sopratutto nel profondo senso di scacco ed di impotenza, nell’umiliazione di una civiltà—quella
musulmana—un tempo grande e temuta, che si vede ora sempre più marginalizzata e offesa dallo
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shabby or superficial advertising is baleful and abominable for people onto
whom it is thrust with commercial main force.8 Economically weak
communities which have very different cultural priorities, are especially
vulnerable to globalization because of superior capital.9
The cornerstone of global marketing is fashion, a commercial theme far
exceeding the field of clothing, textiles and footwear and reaching all
commodities that have a stylish look.10 Even those which do not seem to
have a conspicuously stylish look will be marketed with a judicious range of
fantasies that makes them fashionable in the end. It goes without saying that
only vast capital can afford these strategies. Advertising, the industrial
instrument of promotional fantasy, is extremely expensive. The ownership of
fantasy is now concentrated in the corporate world; and design is its principal
tool.11

strapotere e dall’arroganza dell’Occidente.’ ‘Lettera da Orsigna’, Lettere contro la guerra, Longanesi &
c., Milan 2002, p.25.
8
In itself indignity enough: ‘Per i fondamentalisti questa occidentalizzazione del mondo islamico è un
anatema e, mai come ora, questo processo minaccia la sua identità. Secondo loro, con la fine della
Guerra Fredda l’Occidente ha scoperto le sue carte e sempre più chiaro appare il progetto—per loro
‘diabiolico’—di incorporare l’intera umanità in un unico sistema globale che, grazie alla tecnologia, dà
all’Occidente l’accesso e il controllo di tutte le risorse del mondo, comprese quelle che il Creatore—non
a caso, secondo i fondamentalisti—ha messo nelle terre dove è nato e si è esteso l’Islam: dal petrolio
del Medio Oriente al legname delle foreste indonesiane.’ ‘Lettera da Orsigna’, Lettere contro la guerra,
Longanesi & c., Milan 2002, p. 27.
9
Bruno Trezzini has noted how the neo-Confucianism of Chinese in Malaysia is conducive to
commercial values, while the outlook for Islamic people is ‘weniger euphorisch’: ‘In diesem
Zusammenhang wird gerne hervorgehoben, dass der Islam keine der westlichen Aufklärung
vergelichbare historische Entwicklung durchlief, welche zu einer allmählichen Scheidung der religiösen
und säkularen Lebensbereiche geführt hätte. Trotz einiger modernistischer Reformer blieb der Islam in
dieser Hinsicht traditional. Aus einer modernisierungstheoretischen Warte muss eine solche Weltsicht
zwangsläufig in die Sackgasse führen. Vor allem für den islamistischen Fundamentalismus kann klar
gestellt werden, dass seine VertreterInnen zwar nicht selten die technoökonomische Effizienz der
industriellene Moderne anstreben, aber deren institutionellen (z.B. formale Demokratie) und kulturellen
(z.B. Individualismus) Veraussetzungen ablehnen’, Staat, Gesellschaft und Globalisierung:
Entwicklungstheoretische Betrachtungen am Beispiel Malaysias, Mitteilungen des Instituts für
Asienkunde, number 330, Hamburg 2001, pp. 186-187. See also Jürgen Rüland: ‘Weit davon
entfernt—wie neoliberale Ökonomen annehmen—ein linearer, vereinheitlicher Prozeß zu sein, ist
Globalisierung vielmehr durch eine inhärente Dialektik geprägt. Globalisierung findet ihren Widerpart in
eniem erstärkenden Lokalismus, Vereinheitlichung geht Hand in Hand mit Fragmentierung’, p. 59; ‘mit
großer Warhscheinlichkeit kausale Bezüge zwischen Globalisierung und religiöser Erneuerung in
Südostasien vorhanden sind, p. 67, ‘Globalisierung und Religion in Südostasien’, in Günter Schucher,
ed., Asien unter Globalisierungsdruck: politische Kulturen zwischen Tradition und Moderne,
Mitteilungen des Instituts für Asienkunde, number 323, Hamburg 2000.
10
The link between fashion, marketing and globalization is made poignantly by Terzani, speaking in
melancholy vein about his native Florence: ‘Anche a me ogni volta che, come ora, ci passo, questa città
mi fa male e mi intristisce. Tutto è cambiato, tutto è involgarito. Ma la colpa non è dell’Islam or degli
immigrati… non son loro che han fatto di Firenze una città bottegaia, prostituita… Firenze era bella
quando era più povera. È così perché anche Firenze s’è ‘globalizzata’, perché non ha resistito l’assalto
di quella forza che, fino a ieri, pareva irresistiblile: la forza del mercato. ‘Lettera da Firenze’, Lettere
contro la guerra, Longanesi & c., Milan 2002, p. 55.
11
To the point that a person’s good mood seems dependent on consumption. ‘Senza tempo per
fermarsi a riflettere, preso sempre più nell’ingranaggio di una vita altamente competitiva che lascia
sempre meno spazio al privato, l’uomo del benessere a dei consumi ha come perso la sua capacità di
commuoversi e di indignarsi. È tutto concentrato su di sé, non ha occhi né cuore per quello che gli
succede attorno.’ ‘Lettera da Kabul’, Lettere contro la guerra, Longanesi & c., Milan 2002, p. 119.
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This situation presents a challenge to design aesthetics. Formal factors in
design—once the centrepiece of modernist design and the mainstay of design
education ever since—are becoming increasingly marginal in the global
context relative to the subjective message-making economy which lards
designs with myth and makes design appropriate for medial distribution, and
hence economically viable. In many fields of design, there is little point
launching a product unless it can mesh with a fantasy.
Design, it seems to me, has moved from a shape-oriented discipline to a signoriented practice. It has slipped, by dint of globalization—where in essence
everyone shares the latest design trend and design difference is hard to
spot—to an inscrutable collusion with marketing that concentrates on
manipulation through images. An example is the baseball cap. Once a
subcultural symbol belonging to sportspeople, it now enjoys world diffusion,
worn by males of all complexion, at least on the weekend. What distinguishes
two caps is not so much their construction or fabric but the logo embroidered
or otherwise affixed to the front and back. Two caps of equal material value
are priced incommensurably according to their tag. One with a Nike logo may
sell at twice the price and 500 times the volume of a no-brand cap or one with
an unknown logo. The Nike cap has more prestige because of the advertising
strategy.
This immaterial element has abducted the economy of design with apparently
irreversible destiny. At the beginning of this somewhat irrational trend, it may
have been possible to dismiss the promotion of hype at the expense of reason
as something commercially crazy which is unrelated to design. But now, after
witnessing an apparently exponential growth of marketing of immaterial
fantasy-identifications in advertising and design, it seems hard to ignore as
one of the key determinants of design in the global context.
This paper assesses the new dependency of design on globalized conduits of
consumer fantasy. It argues that design research must respond to changes in
the dynamics of design, for which a reinvention of the cultural and moral
perspectives of nineteenth-century design traditions is indicated.
Design does not march in linear fashion from the drawing board to the home,
with an intervening mechanical stage in the factory. Design is elaborately
marketed and it seems hard to identify any design (other than vernacular)
which is not marketed. Design is thus conceived integrally with a
manipulative network of the most capital-intensive kind. This is by no means
restricted to commodities but services also, most of which are promoted under
elaborately tested graphic interfaces. In the age of globalization, where
manufacturing is constantly on the decline relative to the communication of
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cultural conceits, the economy of messages displaces the previous innocence
of design as a classical studio activity.
To be fair, design history has long had frivolous dimensions. Many things
about design do not matter much. Though claiming the heartfelt interest of
designers, the most conspicuous features of design have limited bearing on
human welfare. The gravity of design is especially questionable as it relates
to appearance and styling as opposed to engineering, indeed when it
becomes identifiably like design as an autonomous discipline and unlike the
solid but work-a-day discipline concerned with engineering, logistics and
technology. The scientific dimensions of design are not the visually
demonstrable part of design—much less the catchy part—whereas of course
appearance and styling are the elements that capture the imagination, make
design popular and create enthusiasm among lovers of design.
In this guise—arguably its most essentially visual incarnation—design does
not immediately inspire serious attention, as if weighty things depend on it.
On a scale that includes any important social or theoretical issue, it matters
not at all that the rear of my car is square or round, if the hub-caps have a
radial or concentric pattern, if the laptop has panels in different grades of
metal or plastic colours; no one will live a day longer or suffer indignity or be
morally uplifted by a shinier shaft on a lamp or a mesh casing surrounding a
rubbish bin.
Design as the conditioning of how objects and spaces look and feel
undoubtedly contributes emotional or psychological sustenance at some level;
but this worthy role of design is perhaps spooked by vanity, a sense that the
matters of greatest concern to the designer may be the most frivolous in any
other field concerned with justice, perception, gender relations or ontology.
This skepticism is not powerfully offset by appeal to the aesthetic. It is natural
to have recourse to this cliché, for nobody wants an uglier world and efforts to
make things look good are honourable. But even so, the claim to making
things look good has to be distinguished from making things look merely
fashionable; and it is by no means clear that some aesthetic absolute can be
disentangled from the trendy or the capricious. Besides, a scholar sometimes
searches in vain for contemporary evidence of deeply dialectical roots in
design, with a great power of moving the passions, invoking feelings of
injustice or fear or sympathy, as are recognized in music or the visual arts or
theatre. And it is notable that the moment when design conspicuously
proceeds from such grave motives, it is virally appropriated by scores of other
designers as a style, a set of aesthetic tropes, of little intrinsic meaning. An
instance might be the Jewish Museum by the architect Daniel Liebeskind,
whose language of skew shapes, perforated membranes and unfathomable
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voids was inspired as an expression of the unspeakable crimes of the Shoah;
but no sooner were these astigmatic spatial propositions realized than they
proliferated internationally in festive contexts, business contexts, educational
contexts, any context in which a building is determined to be a bit jazzy. In
their blithe remove from the expressive context of the Holocaust, the formal
metaphors of disruptive space and non-rational structure are quite discredited
if understood at all. The language of design is traded as a stylar paradigm,
stripped of a moral symbolic order or even of serious sentimental
connotations.
Nevertheless, all design arises in a moral context, which it usually reflects in
its imagery, its aesthetic emphasis and metaphorical connotations. This was
recognized throughout the classical tradition and voiced most often in
architecture, which is why architecture distinguishes itself among other forms
of design—at least for art historians—as subject matter worthy to sit alongside
the fine arts and literature. But it should go for all fields of design. The moral
content of design is expressed most memorably from Pugin to Morris and
extending in narrower forms to Constructivism and the Bauhaus, where the
credibility of styles, truth to materials and construction in ornaments and
appropriateness of form, were jealously checked for their moral, spiritual and
even patriotic calibre.
When I leaf through journals like Design Studies, this is the kind of tradition for
which I see no contemporary counterpart. A scholar wanting to know what
designers think or feel—especially approaching the moral basis for styles or
other aesthetic speculation—will not return from several days’ reading with
much reward. Instead of argument concerning the imaginative and social
destiny of design, the scholar will encounter many empirical and mechanistic
approaches to a field which was once enlivened by a great poetic sense of
purpose, a huge vocabulary with demonstrative and expressive registers, a
palpable sense of the sensual and metaphorical dimensions of design which
relate it to social criticism.
I am interested in this evacuation of political content coupled with an equal
and opposite evacuation of poetic meaning. Why is the discussion of design
in journals like Design Studies so impoverished in moral terms, in sensual
terms, in intellectual speculation? For these are qualities that you might find
in any unrefereed international journal of visual art. Quarantined in an
academic idiom which is far from the studio and equally remote from social
theory and even design history, the formerly vivacious subject matter of
design languishes in an empirical graveyard of relatively idle hypotheses
proposing obvious ideas, unlikely to be of interest to a practicing designer
much less contested with equal passion by another interested party. I would
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like to uncover the reason for the present alienation of design studies from the
interdisciplinary moral and aesthetic sensibility that animated design
discourse in the past and brought it into useful rapports with the studio.
The answer may already have been suggested, that design as a discipline is
haunted by a feeling of vanity. This did not discourage the critics of the
nineteenth century; for when they identified vanity, as in the Great Exhibition
of 1851, they cursed it with much energy. Vanity in design is thus no intrinsic
inhibition to vigorous criticism and innovative theory; on the contrary, it is a
particularly strong goad to provoke good writing from a critical soul. Rather,
the reason for the alienation from cultural analysis and criticism is a structural
fault embedded in the empirical methodology by which design studies
proceed in the literature.
It is as if no one in the field wants to be a critic any more. In the fine arts or
literature, each scholarly voice that speaks out assumes a critical position.
Each interested voice will profess a position on a number of issues, such as
gender bias or logocentricity or some other matter of perspective which is
open to debate. The voice is pitched in a dialectical framework that would
have been understood—if in different terms—by John Ruskin or William
Morris. And it is still the soul of contemporaneity in the visual arts,
performance, literature and music.
In turn, the shyness with dialectic derives from another embarrassment with
design. It is the place of theory in what seems to be a natural and inevitable
trajectory in the design process from identifying a market need to delivering a
marketable product, with several intervening phases of empirical research and
testing. In such deterministic scenarios—now reinforced by the shared
destiny of globalization—dialectical theory is redundant. Resistance of the
market paradigm is futile, whence most published design theory in Design
Studies is marketing-compliant.
It would be unfair to blame theorists for the lacuna. It is not easy to take up a
position in the current tide of globalization, without merely sounding bitter or
defeated. Much design may be vain; but alas so is the theory that decries it,
leaving little but bland attempts to model processes in the industry. A
dialectical approach to design theory has been frozen out.
I do not believe in conspiracy theories and I do not suggest that this has been
a deliberate reactionary ploy on the part of the design scholarly community. It
is not as if scholars presenting a dialectical approach to design theory (like
Baudrillard in the late 1960s) have been excommunicated. They were never
a part of the design scene but stood remote from it and observed design—
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along with most commercial activity—skeptically. Rather, the reason why the
dialectical approach to design theory has failed is that it is internally selfdefeating. It fails from within, thanks to the fear of futility. There is limited
profit in professing a moralized theory, to apply logic to reformist arguments in
persuasive support of ambitious social improvement. The great patterns of
manufacturing industry which determine so much design practice respond to
legislative demands but hardly critical design theory.
If you ask why a moralized theory in industrial design is so fruitless, the
answer undoubtedly lies with the dictatorship of the market. If you have a
market that ultimately seems to take care of all choices, you do not need a
theory. Industrial designers are perfectly pragmatic. They are the people who
make cars boxy or globular in spite of the most compelling theory to the
contrary.
I do not regard the remedies for design theory to be easy or painless. A kind
of design theory that proceeds from Ruskin to Virilio may well be doomed to
pessimism and misanthropy. My case is not to revive a lost moralistic
tradition nor to synthesize an old design discourse and somehow reconcile it
with the poststructural options which are more viable in a so-called
postindustrial world. Sandwiched between mechanistic empiricism and futile
polemic, the field is not rich in options. It sits precariously between a kind of
science which few want to read and an anti-capitalist argument structurally
alienated from the energies of design practice.
The value of research in any field is to improve consciousness. In scientific
inquiry, the expression of improved consciousness is traditionally defined as
new knowledge. But scientific inquiry yields more than is conveniently
summed up as knowledge, for scientific advancement also entails a way of
seeing, a cast of mind vis-à-vis nature which categorizes phenomena in ways
that previous generations have not been able to envisage. Science is thus
also an outlook, a constantly evolving conceptualization of phenomena, not
just a gathering of newly published facts. Thanks to science, we may
experience the world differently.
I would look to design research in a similar spirit. Which is the kind of inquiry
that improves consciousness? even if it does not immediately improve
design? In the long run, that is what we seek. We all want theory which will
serve the advancement of design, facilitate the next idea, perhaps to be the
handmaiden of the creative process; and here is the rub, for it must thus itself
be creative. The critique of production, of individual objects, yields insight into
the advantages or deficiencies of the design. It may or may not be
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generalizable; but it will at least establish criteria from a given perspective,
hardly universal but potentially shared.
Research in the field must be subjective, proceeding from the viewpoint and
experience and background of the expositor. This in itself is a non-globalized
structure, with its emphasis on individual perception. Its aim in many ways is
to discover feeling or reasons for feeling. Research is often conceived along
scientific lines (which is laudable as an aspiration) but when that hope turns to
dogma, it becomes more and more remote from the sensory and the
imaginative, detached from phenomenological curiosity, immediacy,
inspiration and the studio. A great shyness of opinion prevails, as if opinion is
intrinsically lesser or even illegitimate in the refereed literature.
Although design is served by many rigorous studies, at present it functions
largely in a critical vacuum. I would like to see a design culture emerging
which supplies alternative critical frameworks, one of which is the response to
globalization but another perhaps is the sensations of objects experienced as
a child and re-entered through imaginative and empathetic conjecture. The
prior lack in design studies is a phenomenology of design, for this links design
with the world of the imagination, belief, personal disposition and experience
in a way that enables a moral perspective to develop outside the abstract
machinery to which design research is so vulnerable.
Design research needs to find the urgency of a critique: it needs to identify
where moral or aesthetic or symbolic principles are at stake. Only thus will it
have relevance to a general public and to the studio. In design research at
present, the great array of ambient cultural phenomena need not be primary;
creative agency is not identified, and the impulse for making—I mean making
design, designing—is not served. It seems to me that if design research is
not in some way chrestomathic, it has little rationale. It needs to find an
energy which runs alongside that of studio production.
If it is possible to contemplate a phenomenology of design which passionately
embraces social and ideological perspectives, I cannot pretend that it will do
any good in the globally-fated world in which so many directions seem
predestined by globalization; but if our discourse speaks to designers of the
things that matter to the imagination it will thus become integral to the fabric of
design progress and history, in the same spectacular way that art theory has
done for the history of art.
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